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Mark of Evil is the final chapter in The End Series, with high-tech thrills told against a background of

fulfilled prophecy, bringing us one step closer to the reign of the Antichrist and ChristÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

return.Ethan March, Jimmy Louder, and Rivka Reuban have been left behind in a world that is

rapidly coming under the influence of the Antichrist. Technology is being used to control and

dominate those who resist the AntichristÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s reign of evil, with BID-Tag implants, robotic

police units, and drone-bots flying overhead. Each day, as more and more biblical prophecies are

fulfilled, Ethan and the others in the Remnant struggle to survive in a world of ever-increasing chaos

and desperation.When the forces of evil attempt to use the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most powerful

information system for increasingly sinister purposes and eliminate everyone who gets in their way,

itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s up to Ethan and the Remnant to subvert their purposes and instead use them for the

glory of God.
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Tim LaHaye is a New York Times bestselling author of more than 70 nonfiction books, many on

biblical prophecy and end-times. He is the coauthor of the record-shattering Left Behind series and

is considered one of America's foremost authorities on biblical end-times prophecy.Craig Parshall

serves as senior vice-president and general counsel for the National Religious Broadcasters and

has authored seven bestselling suspense novels.



I thoroughly enjoyed Tim Laye's The End Series. Very interesting characters and great intrigue and

action. I would highly recommend it. It was a little slow getting started, but once you start to know

the various characters and the storyline picks up, it was great.

This book in the series starts out a little slow and jumps around a bit. If you can keep track of all the

characters you can appreciate that everyone who lovelIness Christ has their own part to at...both in

this book,and in the real world. While there are parts of this book that will remind you of movie

thrillers where heroes arrive in the nick of time, I could easily appreciate the idea that's timing is

perfect. The plot is well thought out, and after the first hundred pages moves along pretty well.

Liked the whole thing! Please try writing one where the heros are not rich genius's. It would be nice

to read one more realistic.

The End Series is a great work of fiction about what I think are the End Times. I believe we are fairly

close to those times today. Everything in this series was believable, and at many times checks your

own faith in Christ, or convicts you in your faith if it is without Christ. This is at the same time as a

very good action series takes place, that I believe even those without a faith in Christ would enjoy, if

they would let themselves read it. The books are hard to put down!Awaiting book 5!

I found the plot a little hard to follow by the time I reached this point. A lot of books go from character

to character but it seems as if the theme could be tied together a little more and not so chopped up.

This book is a great insight as to what is coming, I believe in the near future. After reading this, I

hope those who have not accepted Jesus Christ as their savior will do so. Jesus is coming!! We

know not the hour or day but it is for real

The last 3 books were truly remarkable. The narrator was truly exceptional. This book is boring and

the narrator voices are so plain compared to the first 3 books. Something changed in the writing.

Not happy asked for a refund.

I have read most, if not all of Tim LaHaye's novels. It's difficult to describe his novels in standard

terms as they are written as fiction, but with a basis in scripture, which I believe to be the inerrant



Word of God. Therefore, I know the ultimate outcome of his novels, but his writing is still thrilling and

suspenseful. I usually read one if his books in a couple of days, as it is difficult to put it down.
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